NEW LIFE
Unique Instant Starch for Smooth Finish

Description of Product

NEW LIFE is an innovative dry instant starch. It comprises a unique blend of instant corn and instant wheat starches. It is highly dispersible under a variety of starching conditions.

Where to Use

- NEW LIFE is used wherever dry starches are applicable. Ideal for shirt laundries and for linen and industrial items.

Features

1. NEW LIFE has excellent dispersibility at 100°F to 110°F.
2. Combines stiffness with superior finishing properties.
3. NEW LIFE exhibits fine penetrating action.
4. NEW LIFE eliminates or minimizes highlights.
5. Considerably less dense than most starches. This translates into appreciable savings at volume use concentrations.
6. Special distinctive fragrance.
7. Off-white flake product. Not a powder.

For specific usage instructions, please contact your local U.N.X. Territory Manager. After a comprehensive survey of your operation, a customized procedure will be developed.